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1 Introduction
The EUROHEIS2 project (http://www.euroheis.org) is aimed at improving the
analysis, reporting and dissemination of environmental health information. The
project will further develop the health and environment information system for
health threat analysis (the Rapid Inquiry Facility – RIF) initiated in the pre-
viously funded EUROHEIS project. One of the specific objectives is to include
spatio-temporal methods for disease mapping in the RIF.
Statistical techniques for disease mapping have become very popular in pub-
lic health analysis. These methods enable the smoothing of ecological health
indicators accounting for the geographical structure of the units under study.
As a consequence, more reliable risk estimates in less populated areas are ob-
tained due to the sharing of information between neighbouring regions, which
are assumed to share common risk factors. In this way, it becomes possible to
display the geographical distribution of risk even in small areas.
But disease risks are variable in space and time, and supporting risk manage-
ment should ideally incorporate spatio-temporal analysis tools. Recently, several
spatio-temporal disease mapping techniques have been proposed. However, the
implementation of these methods is not always easy or adequate for a quick
response tool. Furthermore, there is not a wide consensus on how to describe
temporal and spatial evolution at the same time in a proper way. Therefore, a
special effort is necessary to indentify which methods are suitable for inclusion
in the RIF.
The objective of this report is to evaluate the most representative spatio-
temporal methods for disease mapping found in the literature in order to pro-
mote the scientific discussion of their properties, and also to point out the key
aspects that should be taken into account when considering their implementa-
tion in a RIF-like application.
In Section 2 we outline a general framework for spatio-temporal models,
breaking them up into four stages: the probabilistic model for observations, the
components of the linear predictor, the structures of the effects and the infer-
ence methodology. For each stage, the most commonly used alternatives in the
literature are discussed. Then in Section 3 we do the actual review, classifying
each model according to the structure of the temporal trends that may arise
and discussing the relative advantages and disadvantages of the different ap-
proaches. In Section 4 we present the elements that we have identified as key
aspects when it comes to deciding what kind of spatio-temporal model is more
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suitable for an end-user, fast and general disease mapping application like the
RIF. Finally, we summarize the conclusions in Section 5.
2 General framework and notation
Throughout this report, we will assume that the region under study is divided
into I regions (counties, municipalities, etc.) indexed by i = 1, . . . , I. The
temporal dimension will be indexed by j = 1, . . . , J representing each period of
time under study, typically years. Let nij denote the number of persons–time at
risk in area i and period j, and yij the corresponding observed cases or deaths.
In some cases, an additional categorization is used apart from region and period;
for instance, when considering one or more covariates such as age, race, sex or
risk factors. In these cases an additional subindex k = 1, . . . ,K will identify
each combination of existing categories. For example, if sex and race are used as
covariates, with levels {male, female} and levels {white, non-white} respectively,
then there would be four groups, namely: white males, white females, non-white
males and non-white females.
2.1 Probabilistic model for observations
Conceptually, the observations yijk are assumed to be a conditionally indepen-
dent random sample from a given probability distribution from the exponential
family. Typically, a Poisson distribution will be preferred when the observed
values in each region and period are expected to be low. With some non-rare
diseases, a Binomial distribution could be more appropriate (Knorr-Held and
Besag, 1998).
In any case, the observed data yijk depends, in first place, on the number
of persons–time at risk nijk. For this reason, the expected value for yijk is
factorized as nijk · rijk , where rijk denotes the risk in region i, period j and
group k.
Commonly, the number of persons–time at risk is standardized by age (ex-
ternal or internally); in these cases, for each combination of region, period and
risk the expected number of cases Eijk is computed, and the relative risk is
modelled. We will denote the relative and absolute risk in the same way rijk,
as it will always be clear from the context which one of the concepts is being
used.
There is a lot of literature on whether to model data through a Poisson
or Binomial distribution, when and how to standardize by age, and what the
advantages and disadvantages of working with absolute or relative risks are. In
addition, most of the time the decision is conditioned by data availability or
data quality.
The modelling decisions taken at this level are completely independent of
the spatio-temporal modelling structure, and consequently will not restrict or
condition future decisions regarding spatio-temporal modelling, which is the
focus of this report. Therefore, although the other authors have followed differ-
ent approaches within the papers reviewed, we will not discuss this aspect any
further.
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2.2 Components of the linear predictor ηijk
Depending on the model chosen for observations, the logarithm or the log-odds
of the risk rijk (or rarely, some other link function of the risk) is called the
linear predictor ηijk , which is just a re-scaled version of the risk having nicer
properties that make predictions on it more reliable.
The linear predictor is usually expressed additively as the sum of some com-
ponents or effects that can be interpreted as individual and independent con-
tributions to the risk in that region and period. Therefore, the linear predictor
may have all of the following terms or, more commonly, a subset of them.
ηijk = Intercept + Ck + Si + Tj
︸ ︷︷ ︸
main effects




Next, we briefly describe each one of the possible effects. Note that the
contribution of a given term can increase or decrease the risk. In any case, we
talk about the additional risk due to that effect, taking into account that it
could be a negative or positive contribution.
Intercept: The intercept term gives a starting amount of risk that is shared
by all regions, periods and groups. It is usually included in every model,
but is sometimes included within the mean value of a random effect, in
one of the following terms.
Main effects Ck, Si and Tj: These components represent the additional risk
of belonging to group k, living in region i and period j respectively.
Second order interaction terms CSik, CTjk and STij: These components
represent the contribution to the risk due to a combination of the effects
that cannot be explained additively by the main effects. For example,
suppose that for some reason there is a significant under-registration of
cases in a region in a given year. This fact cannot be explained with the
spatial effect, since the region has higher values at other periods of time.
In the same way, it is not a temporal effect of that period. This is a typical
example of a spatio-temporal effect. Abnormal values estimated for this
effect can lead to the detection of hidden problems that are masked within
the rest of the effects, and therefore are not easily identified from the data
itself.
Third order interaction term CSTijk: This effect represents an additional
risk affecting one specific group of people k, living in a specific region i
and in a specific period of time j. This component is rarely used because
it greatly increases the complexity of the model.
Extra variability term εijk: Frequently, an explicit unstructured extra vari-
ability term is included in order to capture the overall effect of other
minor factors. It is implemented as a white noise random effect, and can
introduce noise either globally or into a specific subspace.
εd|λε
iid
∼ No(0, λε), d ∈ {i, j, k, ij, ik, jk, ijk} (2)
Note that the correct interpretation of a given effect frequently depends on
the presence of some other effects. While this section provides a general guide
for interpretation, it should be handled carefully.
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2.3 Structures of the effects
Covariates effect Ck: Usually the effect of the covariates is expressed as a
linear model on them, or on a transformation of them. Depending on
the type of covariate, it can also be stratified into several categories and
included as a fixed effect or as a structured random effect.
A special case is the modeling of the age effect as a covariate, instead
of standardizing by age. Usually age is stratified into age groups and
included as a fixed effect.
Spatial effect Si: When the region-specific data are scarce, the classical fixed
effects model with maximum-likelihood estimation often leads to unsatis-
factory estimates of the spatial effects in each area. In disease mapping
this problem has been overcome by a Bayesian approach which models
the spatial effects as random effects, through a prior distribution. Specifi-
cally, the spatial effects may give rise to a spatially unstructured variation
(heterogeneity) or to a spatially structured variation (clustering).
In the model for unstructured heterogeneity, the spatial effects φi are as-




∼ No(0, λφ) (heterogeneity effect) (3)
In the clustering model, the mean of the structured effect θi is allowed to
depend on the neighbouring θjs through the Gaussian Conditionally Au-
toregressive (CAR) distribution (see, for example, Besag and Kooperberg,
1995). Formally, the joint distribution of the vector θ = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θI)
′
is denoted
Si = θ|λθ ∼ CAR(λθ) (clustering effect) (4)
The choice between the clustering and the heterogeneity model depends
upon our prior belief about the scope of dominant risk determinants. Risk
determinants exceeding the limits of one or more regions leads to a clus-
tering model since they induce similar risk values in neighbouring regions.
On the contrary, when the scope of risk determinants is smaller than a
region’s size it leads to a heterogeneity model.
Among all the proposals for performing risk smoothing which have ap-
peared in the literature, the one stated by Besag et al. (1991) has had a
particular impact. Most of the models in this review base their spatial
modelling on that approach, which we will refer to as the BYM specifica-
tion. The risk associated with a region is broken down as the sum of a
heterogeneity and a clustering effect
Si = φi + θi (BYM specification) (5)
where vectors φ and θ are distributed as in equations 3 and 4.
Another approach to modelling the spatial main effect is the use of (two-
dimensional) splines. In particular, Penalized splines (Eilers and Marx,
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1996) are well-established for smoothing Gaussian and non-Gaussian data
in one or more dimensions (Currie et al., 2006). Recently, a combination
of Penalized splines and CAR models were combined in order to separately
model the spatial variation on a large and small scale respectively (Lee
and Durba´n, 2009).
Temporal effect Tj: In contrast to restrictive evolution models such as linear
or polynomial parametric models, most of the time, a smooth and flexible
evolution is preferred. So it is frequent to model this term as a structured
random effect, ensuring that contiguous periods are likely to be similar,
but allowing for flexible shapes in the evolution curve, specially when long
periods of time are being considered. First or second order random walks
(RW1, RW2), autoregressive processes (AR), or splines are the models
that have been used within the reviewed papers.
Sometimes time has also been stratified into a few blocks of time and
modelled as a fixed effect, thus estimating the effect of each block inde-
pendently from the others.
Covariate interactions CSik, CTjk and CSTijk: These are unfrequent effects.
It is more usual to assume independence between the covariates and the
spatial and temporal effects.
An example of such an interaction can be found in the paper by Sun
et al. (2000). They stratified age into four groups and assumed that
each age-group could present a different evolution pattern in mortality
rates. So they modelled this interaction as a linear parametric function
of time, and found that mortality rates showed a decreasing trend for the
youngest group but an increasing trend for the other three over the pe-
riod under study. Note that this type of study is not possible when using
age-standardized rates.
Spatio-temporal interaction STij: This is the key aspect of spatio-temporal
models, and possibly the most difficult one, because of the many possibil-
ities and the lack of an accepted standard that functions well.
Knorr-Held (2000) established a classification of four possible types of
interaction between spatial and temporal random effects. Here we present
a generalization, using the same abstract types of interaction but not
restricted to any specific form of spatial and temporal effects. In this
way we are able to classify all of the reviewed papers into one of these
types, according to conceptual aspects –instead of technical– of the spatio-
temporal modelling.
Type I interaction This can be thought of as independent unobserved
covariates for each combination of region and period (i, j), thus with-
out any structure. However, note that if spatial and temporal main
effects are present in the model, then this interaction effect only im-
plies independence in the deviations from them. Contribution to risk
in neighbouring regions or in consecutive periods of time can still be
highly correlated, due to the main effects. This is a global space-time
heterogeneity effect, and is usually modelled as white noise.
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This interaction can represent all kinds of –non persistent– circum-
stances that can cause a slight increase or decrease in the rates in
a specific region-period, allowing for random –independent– oscilla-
tions around the expected rates. Moreover, it is a simple way of
implementing a spatio-temporal interaction, allowing data to show if
there is anything worthy of further investigation.
Type II interaction Here each region has a specific evolution structure
that is independent of that in the neighbouring regions. The evolu-
tion structure for each region may have as many forms as the tem-
poral main effect itself.
In the same way as before, this does not mean that each region has
an evolution independent of the neighbouring ones, since they may
share a common temporal main effect. Independence only affects the
deviation from the global trend.
This is suited to modelling factors affecting specific regions and in-
ducing deviations from the global trend. It was the type of interac-
tion selected in the example studied in Knorr-Held (2000) because it
provided a good balance between fit and complexity.
Type III interaction Analogously, the interaction can be assumed to
have a spatial structure for each period, independent of adjacent
periods (its neighbours in time). Like the spatial clustering effect, this
is typically modelled with a CAR distribution for each period. Note
that the inclusion of an additional heterogeneity spatial term (such as
in the BYM specification) would produce a Type I interaction term.
Implicitly, here it is assumed that each specific region may have a
slight deviation from the global trend, but that this deviation is likely
to be similar to that in the neighbouring regions while, at the same
time, independent of that in the previous or subsequent period of
time.
Such an interaction could represent situations where an unobserved
regional factor is affecting an area containing two or more adjacent
regions, but not persistent in time. For example, a one-off waste spill
into a river could affect those regions in its way, temporally deviating
observed rates from what is expected for a set of neighbouring regions.
Type IV interaction From a theoretical point of view, the most in-
teresting form of interaction arises when deviations from the global
trends are assumed to be correlated with their neighbours both in
space and time.
This can model hidden factors whose effects exceed the limits of one
or more regions and also persist for more than one period of time.
It is also the most efficient way of extracting information from data,
specially in the case of rare-diseases or less populated regions, since
the risk estimation for a region-period is performed not only based
on the locally observed data but also on that in neighbouring regions
and periods. This is called borrowing strength from neighbours. Note,
however, that such a dense structure would not be likely to fit an
unexpected outbreak of cases.
Regarding the implementation of this type of interaction, the most
simple approach is to use a parametric function of time (typically
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polynomials of first or second degree), where the parameters are
spatially dependent. In this way, neighbouring regions have similar
trends.
Another approach is to model the interaction term as a random effect,
which allows for the implementation of any of the interaction types
as explained next.
Finally, a non parametric smoothing function (such as splines) might
be specified for each region, incorporating spatial correlation into the
distribution of its coefficients.
Regarding the technical implementation of the interaction effect, one re-
markable approach is that suggested by Clayton (1996), in which they are
modelled as a random effect with a precision matrix λK, where λ is an
unknown scalar to be estimated from the data and K is a structure ma-
trix computed as the Kronecker product of the structure matrices of those
main effects which are assumed to interact. This is the approach followed
by Knorr-Held (2000), and in all posterior proposals that are based on
random effects.
Note that the four types of interaction are suited to modelling different
kinds of phenomena, mainly depending on their scope. It would be nice
to be able to include one term for each type of interaction in order to
capture all kinds of possible situations. However, this would cause an
overmodelling of the data. In practice, it is necessary to find out what kind
of phenomenon is dominating in order to capture it and explain it with
a suitable model. This is why many authors try a few alternatives for a
given dataset, and finally analyze the model that best explains it. In some
cases, however, authors include two types of interaction in the same model.
Usually a Type II and a Type IV are combined, in a setting analogous to
the clustering and heterogeneity spatial effects in the BYM specification.
Globally, the model is considered to have a Type IV interaction since there
is spatial dependence between neighbouring trends.
2.4 Inference methodology
Inference may be performed from a frequentist or Bayesian approach. In the
former, the fixed effects and nonlinear functional effects of covariates are con-
sidered as deterministic, while in the latter they are interpreted as realizations
of random variables or random functions.
Spatio-temporal models are commonly within the class of structured ad-
ditive regression (STAR) models. In them, and from the Bayesian approach,
all unknown functions and parameters can be treated within a unified general
framework by assigning appropriate prior distributions with the same general
structure but different forms and degrees of smoothness.
Moreover, additional structure might be put on the hyperparameters. For
instance, Nobre et al. (2005) present models with Type I or Type III interac-
tion terms, in the form of unstructured or spatially dependent random effects
respectively. The variance parameters of these random effects modulates the
degree of dependence between neighbouring pixels (i, j). It may be thought of
as a parameter controlling the smoothing degree. While it is common to assume
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that this smoothing degree is constant, the authors allowed it to vary smoothly
over time. In summary, they assumed the variance hyperparameter to be an-
other random variable varying over time with a first order random walk prior
distribution.
This kind of modelling can rarely be done outside the Bayesian paradigm.
Bayesian Hierarchical Models enable the greatest flexibility and the most ex-
haustive posterior information on every parameter of the model. Posterior mean
or median values, posterior credible intervals or threshold exceedance probabil-
ities can be computed straightforward.
However, great care is needed in the specification of priors, especially when
stepping away from standard models which have well-studied priors. Besides,
inference is usually done with Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods (MCMC)
which are far from fast, especially regarding spatio-temporal models. Simula-
tions may take hours or days, and technical considerations about mixing, con-
vergence, etc. have to be taken into account. In summary, MCMC methods are
not suitable for a fast consulting service oriented to non-technical users.
Recently, there have been some significant advances in Bayesian approxi-
mate inference. Rue and Martino (2007) and Rue et al. (2009) developed a
library (GRMFLib) with basic functions for approximate inference, and a pro-
gram (INLA) using this library that allows the formulation of models and infer-
ence to be performed on them, as well as an R package (INLA) that interfaces
the program. The method, together with the computational tools, provides an
extremely fast and straightforward environment for Bayesian inference. How-
ever, its scope is restricted to a subset of structured additive regression (STAR)
models called latent Gaussian Markov Mandom Field (GMRF) models. The
aforementioned paper by Nobre et al. (2005) is an example that does not meet
the conditions. Still, many of the models reviewed here are or can be written as
GMRF models, meaning that they can be fitted in a matter of minutes or even
seconds. To our knowledge, there is still no published work on spatio-temporal
modelling using this approach; however, we are aware of some work in progress.
Within the frequentist approach, inference can be performed with empirical-
Bayes (EB) techniques. Breslow and Clayton (1993) popularized the use of
penalized quasi-likelihood (PQL) methods for inference in generalized linear
mixed models (GLMM). Moreover, STARmodels can be represented by GLMMs
after appropriate reparameterization, thus allowing for EB inference based on
GLMM methodology (Lin and Zhang, 1999; Fahrmeir et al., 2004).
The variance or smoothing parameters are considered to be unknown con-
stants and can be estimated by using (approximate) restricted maximum likeli-
hood (REML). For given or estimated smoothing parameters, covariate effects
and unknown functions can be obtained by maximizing their posterior density.
However, this approach may not be straightforward for complex models,
since it involves a reparameterization and numerical iterative algorithms for
efficient REML estimation.
In addition, although EB estimation typically yields consistent and nearly
unbiased point estimates of the relative risks, the variability in these estimates is
often understated, since the uncertainty that arises from estimating the hyper-
parameters of the random effects distribution is not taken into account. MacNab
et al. (2004) have proposed the use of bootstrap methodology to address this
issue in the context of (spatial) disease mapping.
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We would like to emphasize that all inference methods involve some kind
of approximation. While MCMC methods rely on simulation, empirical Bayes
approaches make use of point estimates of certain parameters in the model, and
INLA, as its name states, is based on Laplace approximations. Practitioners
need to be conscious of these approximations and their limitations, and expertise
is needed to overcome possible spurious effects due to the methodology.
In summary, Hierarchical Models are powerful and flexible enough to rep-
resent almost any possible relationship. In addition, MCMC methods provide
the means of performing Bayesian inference on these models. However, great
technical expertise is needed to work with complex models, and even in the sim-
pler ones simulation usually takes many hours. MCMC methods seem not to
be suitable for fast and automatic tools. Restricted to GMRF models, Bayesian
inference can still be done in a matter of seconds or minutes with the INLA
methods and tools. Empirical Bayes inference is feasible in many situations.
Some effort is needed in order to parameterize the model in a proper way, and
to develop efficient estimation algorithms and strategies. There is much work
in progress in this field.
3 Spatio-temporal models in the literature
Next we provide a brief review of the most prominent papers in the spatio-
temporal modelling of diseases. We keep the focus on the spatio-temporal mod-
elling approach, keeping to one side other technical aspects like the centering of
the covariates, or whether a Poisson or a Binomial distribution is preferred for
the observations, or the prior specification for hyperparameters, etc. Notation
is homogenized to that established in the previous section.
Models are classified into three categories according to the structure of the
temporal evolution of the estimated risk for each region. Namely, parametric
models have a predefined shape (linear, quadratic, ...), while on the contrary,
temporally independent models estimate the risks for each period independently
of those from previous periods, and finally smooth temporal evolution models
allow for structured trends without restricting to any predefined shape (see
Figure 1).
Note that the temporal evolution for a region is determined by the sum
of the temporal main effect with and the potential interaction terms involving
time. Therefore, parametric models imply spatio-temporal interactions of Type
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1: Representation of (a) parametric, (b) temporally independent and (c)
smooth temporal evolution models
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II or IV and temporally independent models imply interactions of Type I or
III. However, smooth temporal evolution models can be constructed with any
type of spatio-temporal interaction provided that it is combined with a smooth
temporal main effect.
3.1 Parametric models
Summary: The log risk in a given region is assumed to be a linear or quadratic
function of time. The coefficients in the function are region-specific and are
spatially structured so that neighbouring regions have similar evolutions.
Pros: Information is shared in both space and time. The parametric formula-
tion is straightforward.
Cons: The parametric evolution in time seems to be inappropriate for long
periods of time, as it is too restrictive.
3.1.1 Bernardinelli et al. (1995) and Assunc¸a˜o, Reis and Oliveira
(2001)
ηij = Intercept + Si + Tj + STij
where Si is modelled as a heterogeneity (3) or a clustering (4) effect depending
on the problem, Tj = βtj and STij = δitj where δi is again a heterogeneity or
a clustering effect.
In this way, the log risk is a linear function of time, with region-specific inter-
cepts and slopes. When δi is a heterogeneity effect the model has an interaction
of Type II, but of Type IV if δi is a clustering effect.
The authors also propose an extension that allows for the a priori correlation
between the spatial and spatio-temporal random effects, using an additional
level in the hierarchical model.
They perform Bayesian inference with MCMC methods.
Assunc¸a˜o et al. (2001) follow the same line, incorporating an additional
quadratic term in time that allows for curved trends with convex or concave
shapes. Random effects are modelled as clustering effects (4), thus producing
spatio-temporal interactions of Type IV.
3.1.2 Sun et al. (2000)
ηijk = Ck + Si + CTjk + STij + εijk
Sun et al. (2000) incorporate the age group as a fixed-effect covariate Ck,
and model the spatial effect Si with a clustering effect (4).
The covariate-time and space-time interaction terms are modelled as linear
functions of time, with a slope depending on the age group and region respec-
tively: CTjk = agektj , and STik = θitj . Furthermore, while agek is a fixed
effect, θi is a spatial clustering effect. Therefore, spatio-temporal interaction is
of Type IV.
Finally, an overall heterogeneity term (2) is added.
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3.2 Temporally independent spatial models
Summary: These can be seen simply as a set of spatial models, one for each
period of time, with almost no relation between them, except possibly for some
restrictions in their precision parameters.
Pros: Temporal evolution is not restricted to any specific shape. Information
is shared in space.
Cons: For each period of time one spatial model is estimated, therefore not
sharing information in time. These are high dimensional models, with negative
consequences on identifiability and overmodelling.
3.2.1 Waller et al. (1997) and Xia and Carlin (1998)
Waller et al. (1997) discuss the inclusion of spatial and temporal main effects
together with sex and race covariates.
ηijk = Ck + STij
In the first place they assume additivity, meaning that sex and race effects are
not affected by region and year, therefore there are no CSik or CTjk interaction
terms. The covariate component Ck is that of a linear model with race and sex
fixed effects plus a sex-race interaction effect.





for each period of time j, the vector φ(j) + θ(j) follows the BYM specification




θ for each period of time,
therefore being an interaction of Type III.
This approach results in a spatio-temporal model where the spatial dimen-
sion is nested within time, meaning that for each period of time, a spatial model
is fitted.
This spatial model is not tied in any way to its temporal neighbours, allowing
for free evolution, but not sharing information in time.
Xia and Carlin (1998) extend the model by Waller et al. (1997) introducing
another covariate (smoking prevalence) in a more sophisticated way, namely
introducing a way to account for errors in covariates. However, there is nothing
new with respect to the spatio-temporal modelling.
3.2.2 Nobre, Schmidt and Lopes (2005)
Nobre et al. (2005) follow the same approach, fitting a spatial model nested
within time with some modifications.
ηijk = CTjk + STij
They generalize the covariate effect, allowing its coefficient to evolve over
time through a RW1 prior.
Regarding the spatio-temporal modelling, STij = δ
(j)
i where, for each period
j, δ
(j)
i is a heterogeneity effect (3) or a clustering effect (4), but not both, there-
fore representing spatio-temporal interactions of Types II or IV respectively.
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Furthermore, the corresponding precision parameters λ
(j)
δ can be either in-
dependent or such that their logarithms follow a RW1.
In this way, variability in the degree of spatial dependence over time is
allowed while neighbouring years have similar values.
In fact they run the four different models arising from these two choices,
and based on the DIC, their best choice is a model with a spatio-temporal
heterogeneity term whose log-variance follows a Gaussian random walk, showing
no spatial dependence.
3.3 Smooth temporal evolution models
Summary: The evolution of the estimated risk in each region is a smooth func-
tion of time.
Pros: Temporal evolution is not restricted to any predefined shape. Informa-
tion is shared in time.
Cons: Many possible alternatives for interaction term, so there is a need for
model selection criteria.
3.3.1 Knorr-Held (2000)
ηijk = Intercept + Si + Tj + STij
The spatial main effect Si follows the BYM specification (5), and analo-
gously, the temporal main effect Tj is specified as the sum of a RW1 structured
effect and an unstructured random effect.
Knorr-Held (2000) tries five different alternatives for the spatio-temporal
interaction STij, the first of which is not having any interaction term at all. The
interaction terms of the other four alternatives are modelled as random effects
with precision matrices λK, where λ is an unknown scalar to be estimated from
the data and K is a precision matrix computed as the Kronecker product of the
structure matrices of either the structured or unstructured spatial effect with
either the structured or unstructured temporal effect, following a rationale by
Clayton (1996). In this way, if both unstructured effects are combined then
a Type I interaction results, while on the contrary the combination of both
structured effects produces an interaction of Type IV. On the other hand, if one
of the structured effects is combined with the unstructured component of the
other effect, then a Type II or III arises, depending on the specific combination.
In their application to Ohio Lung Cancer data, they find that any of the
extended models outperforms the basic model. For comparison between the
four types of model with an interaction term, they compute a few indicators for
goodness of fit and model complexity based on the posterior saturated deviance.
For this specific dataset, they find that Type II interaction gives the best fit with
moderate posterior deviance variation.
3.3.2 Lagazio, Biggeri and Dreassi (2003)
Lagazio et al. (2003) extend the Knorr-Held (2000) model by turning it into an
Age-Period-Cohort model.
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While keeping the BYM specification for the spatial effect Si, the temporal
effect Tj is split into three random effects corresponding to age group, calen-
dar period and birth cohort, all of them with first order random walk priors.
Regarding the interaction term, they considered interactions between the spa-
tial clustering effect with both period and cohort effects. Hence, two possible
interactions of Type IV arise.
They perform model comparison based on Expected Predictive Deviance,
and also by measuring the differences based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence.
Finally, they choose the model with the three temporal main effects plus space-
cohort interaction, which seems to play a very important role.
3.3.3 Schmid and Held (2004)
Schmid and Held (2004) present the same model as Lagazio et al. (2003), with
slight modifications. Namely, the observations are assumed to be drawn from
a binomial distribution, the spatial effect is modelled as a clustering effect (4),
and a heterogeneity effect scoping age, period and space dimensions is added.
They investigate whether a period-space interaction, a cohort-space interac-
tion, or no interaction at all is more appropriate for their data. In either case of
spatio-temporal interaction, they also determine whether a Type II or a Type
IV interaction produces the best results, and finally whether a first or second
order random walk prior is more adequate for the temporal main effects.
Computations are based on simulation, applying a couple of tricks described
in the literature for faster computation and optimization of the process.
Finally, they show how to make future predictions from these models, al-
though specific sophisticated algorithms are needed for achieving this.
They compare by using the DIC the 10 models that arise from the alternative
specifications and find almost no differences between RW1 and RW2 priors for
the temporal main effects. They also find Type II interaction giving the best
result.
3.3.4 Macnab and Dean (2001, 2002)
MacNab and Dean (2001) and MacNab and Dean (2002) follow an empirical
Bayes approach, using generalized additive mixed models (GAMM). They de-
velop methods of inference based on PQL (Breslow and Clayton, 1993) for si-
multaneous modelling of spatial effects, temporal effects, and spatiotemporal
interaction using low-order fixed knot (1-knot cubic) B-splines.
Specifically, they model the linear predictor as having both temporal and
spatial main effects and an interaction term, and a second model incorporat-
ing the effect of age, without any interaction with other terms. The brackets
indicates that the term is present in the second model only.
ηijk = Intercept + [Ck] + Si + Tj + STij
The temporal main effect is modelled with a cubic B-spline, allowing for
a smooth and quite flexible evolution. For the spatial main effect they use a
clustering effect (4).
They explore two alternatives for the spatio-temporal interaction term. The
most general one is fitting a cubic spline for each region, allowing for region-
specific evolution. This option produces an interaction of Type II. Although
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they declare it could be possible to add spatial dependence onto these splines,
they choose to keep them independent.
The second alternative is to use a parametric interaction term as in Bernar-
dinelli et al. (1995). Although the coefficient could be a clustering spatial effect,
they find that no spatial correlation is evident, therefore, STij = φit− j where
φ is a heterogeneity spatial effect. The interaction is then of Type II. Note that
this does not mean that the temporal evolution of disease rates for each region
is linear, since the temporal main effect is not, yet the region-specific departure
from global evolution is modelled as linear.
Inference was done using penalized quasi-likelihood (PQL) methods, al-
though the MCMC approach can also be used.
3.3.5 Richardson, Abellan and Best (2006)
Most of the work reviewed here focus on a single disease of interest. However,
when two or more phenomena (diseases) are related, better results typically
arise from a joint study than from an individual study. Richardson et al. (2006)
have treated male and female lung cancer as two related diseases, and developed
a methodology to study their spatio-temporal behaviour jointly.
Instead of considering sex as a covariate, they consider male and female lung
cancer as two different but correlated diseases. For each disease they fit a spatio-
temporal model, having one common component and one specific component
that calibrates the differential between the two diseases.
However, the spatio-temporal behavior of each disease follows a rather simple
model.
ηijk = Intercept + Si + Tj + STij
Where Si is a clustering effect, Tj is a RW1, and STij is a global heterogeneity
effect, thus producing an interaction of Type I.
3.3.6 Mart´ınez-Beneito, Lo´pez-Qu´ılez and Botella-Rocamora (2008)
Mart´ınez-Beneito et al. (2008) present a completely new approach called the
Autoregressive Linking of spatial patterns.
ηijk = Intercept + Tj + STij
The temporal main effect follows a RW1 prior specification. However, there
is no spatial main effect. Instead, the estimated differential risk for a region-
period pixel (i, j) is specified as a multivariate autoregressive temporal model
with an unknown parameter ρ and a spatially structured vector of errors:
STij = ρSTi(j−1) + δij
where the vector δj follows a BYM specification with parameters λφ and λθ,
∀j.
In this way, the BYM specification is not used to model the spatial distri-
bution of the differential rates, but their increment from period to period. This




Many of the models reviewed exhibit their strength when used with convenient
covariates. A model that fits the data well may perform worse than others if
not fed with these covariates.
In general, as more additional information is available, the spatio-temporal
structure becomes less significant, thus models with a simpler spatio-temporal
structure perform better. Conversely, when additional information is scarce,
more structure is needed in order to capture the spatio-temporal effects pro-
duced by the unobserved factors.
In the Euroheis project a general model is required for all types of data, with
few specific covariates. This means that almost everything has to be explained
in terms of space, time and space-time interaction. Therefore, from this point
of view, we should encourage the most flexible models in terms of space-time
modelling.
4.1.1 To standardize or not to standardize
Age is one of the most obvious factors affecting risk for almost all diseases. It is
well-known that two populations may show differences in incidence or mortality
for a given disease as a consequence of differences in age distributions alone.
This is commonly addressed by working with age-standardized rates, which
allows age and cohort effects to be ignored in the analysis. However, the uncer-
tainty in the corresponding estimates is neglected in such a two-step analysis; a
further practical problem is the choice of the reference rates for standardization
(Schmid and Held, 2004).
On the other hand, age/cohort effects can be introduced into the model in
order to produce estimates for age/cohort-specific risk rates, and also allowing
these effects to interact with others, such as spatial terms.
The latter option is applicable only when age-specific count data is available.
(Zhang et al., 2006) provides an interesting and sophisticated implementation
of age-gender-spatio-temporal modelling within the Bayesian approach.
However, this choice is completely independent of the spatio-temporal struc-
ture, and it should be decided based on other criteria.
4.2 Interactions
While it always seems preferable to use a model with maximum-flexibility, which
allows for any possible kind of interaction, it is well-known that this is far from
being true. Super-models have lots of parameters that have to be estimated,
and there is often not enough information stored in the available data to do
it. Besides, many of these parameters may conflict with each other, trying to
explain the same thing, and finally adding noise to the model, which produces
greater uncertainties. Thus, interaction terms should be added only when there
is evidence to support it. A first exploratory model should be quite simple,
although it is good to have the possibility of adding new interaction terms if a
well-driven analysis suggests doing so.
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4.3 Model selection
In almost every single paper reviewed, a basic modelling idea is developed pro-
ducing from four to ten possible variations of the model, depending on what
specific subset of the possible terms are to be included, and how. An impor-
tant part of the articles is dedicated to model selection, after fitting all of the
possibilities to a specific dataset. Model selection is one of the most difficult
aspects of statistical modelling, and it is far from being solved in general. This
is obviously not desirable for a tool oriented to the final user and for producing
fast analyses.
4.4 Implementation
When considering the implementation of a general purpose, user-oriented ap-
plication, there are some key aspects to take into account:
Specificity of the model The most sophisticated models perform very well
in the specific datasets and situations for which they were designed. How-
ever, they are typically not suitable for other diseases or populations.
Conversely, simple models perform moderately well in many situations,
and provide a starting point for further analysis.
Complexity and scope of the inference method All of the methodologies
have some technical difficulties that often require the intervention of a
specialist. Sophisticated models that account for multiple effects and in-
teractions will certainly require some fine tuning for almost every dataset,
in order to avoid practical problems like identifiability or overmodelling.
Besides, the structure of the model determines the inference methods that
can be used. For simple models there are more methods to choose from.
The fastest and most straightforward inference method that we are aware
of is the Integrated Nested Laplace Approximation (INLA) approach (Rue
et al., 2009). However, it can only perform inference in a subset of struc-
tured additive regression (STAR) models called latent Gaussian Markov
Mandom Field (GMRF) models. Still, many of the models reviewed here
are, or can be written as, GMRF models.
Empirical Bayes (EB) techniques may provide a simple and fast infer-
ence approach for some models. Theoretically, STAR models can be
represented by generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) after appropri-
ate reparameterization, thus allowing for EB inference based on GLMM
methodology (Fahrmeir et al., 2004). However, for complex models this
representation and posterior EB inference may not be straightforward.
Convergence problems may arise and ad-hoc programming may be needed.
Bayesian inference can be performed in STAR models with MCMC tech-
niques. There are software tools like WinBUGS (Lunn et al., 2000) that
prevent the need for programming specific algorithms. However, MCMC
inference is not exempt from technical difficulties like convergence and
mixing problems, specially for sophisticated models.
Speed This is a direct consequence of the choices on the model and the in-
ference method. Models based on simulation usually take hours or days
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to fit; therefore, they are unsuitable for fast analyses. Simple and general
models are more likely to be successfully fitted with other approaches such
as INLA or EB techniques within an acceptable time.
Accuracy EB estimation typically yields consistent and nearly unbiased point
estimates of the relative risks but it often understates their variability, as
a consequence of using point estimates of hyperparameters.
MCMC estimation requires a careful diagnosis of the simulation outcomes
in order to ensure suitable estimations of the posterior densities.
5 Conclusions
Among the specific objectives of the EUROHEIS 2 project is the inclusion
of spatio-temporal methods for disease mapping in the Rapid Inquiry Facil-
ity (RIF). However, there is not a wide consensus on how to describe tempo-
ral and spatial evolution at the same time in a proper way. Although several
spatio-temporal disease mapping techniques have been proposed recently, the
implementation of these methods is not always easy or adequate for a quick
response tool.
We have outlined a general framework for spatio-temporal models, breaking
them up into four stages: the probabilistic model for observations, the com-
ponents of the linear predictor, the structures of the effects and the inference
methodology. We established a standard notation for all the possible compo-
nents in the linear predictor, and discussed the most common alternatives for
their modelling, paying special attention to those related to the spatial and tem-
poral dimensions. In particular, we generalized the classification by Knorr-Held
(2000) for the spatio-temporal interaction.
We classified the models proposed in the literature into parametric, tempo-
rally independent and smooth temporal evolution models, reflecting the struc-
ture of the temporal trends that may arise. Parametric models provide a
straightforward and simple formulation, allowing for spatio-temporal interac-
tion and the sharing of information both in space and time. On the other hand,
it may be too restrictive for long periods of time. Temporally independent mod-
els do not restrict the temporal trend, but at the cost of not sharing information
in time. Smooth temporal evolution models provide the greatest flexibility and
adaptability, but with increased complexity.
The final discussion summarizes what we have identified as the most relevant
aspects to be considered in the selection of a methodology for spatio-temporal
disease mapping to be included in a RIF-like application. Namely, the specificity
of the model, the complexity and scope of the inference method, the processing
speed and the accuracy of the results. We hope this provides all the necessary
elements to take a well-based decision.
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